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Fashion brand Balenciaga said yesterday it had sacked its
casting agency amid a furore over the "sadistic" mistreat-
ment of models at Paris fashion week. The label, the

hottest on the Paris catwalk, said it had sent a written apology
to the 150 women who were forced to wait in a cramped stair-
well for three hours at the casting for its show on Sunday.
Some were shut inside in the dark while the casting directors
went off for lunch, according to James Scully, a US casting
director who took to Instagram to brand their treatment as
"sadistic and cruel".

He claimed the directors involved were "serial abusers". "In
their usual fashion they shut the door, went to lunch and
turned off the lights to the stairs leaving every girl with only
the lights of their phones to see," he added. "Not only was this
sadistic and cruel it was dangerous and left more than a few of
the girls I spoke with traumatized." Scully also accused a major
Paris fashion house, which he did not name, of trying to
"sneak in" 15-year-old models for its show. "It's inconceivable
to me that people have no regard for human decency or the
lives and feelings of these girls, especially when too, too many
of these models are under the age of 18 and clearly not
equipped to be here." 

'No women of colour' 
Balenciaga confirmed to AFP it was "making radical

changes to the casting process" after the incident, "including

discontinuing the relationship with the current casting
agency". "Balenciaga took notice of issues with the model
castings carried out on that day (Sunday). The house reacted
immediately," a statement added. "Balenciaga condemns this
incident and will continue to be deeply committed to ensure
the most respectful working conditions for the models." The
fashion house-whose show is on Sunday-has become the
hottest ticket on the Paris catwalk since the Georgian wun-
derkind Demna Gvasalia took the helm last year.

Scully, whose post garnered support from supermodels
Joan Small, Helena Christensen and Carolyn Murphy, also
accused the French label Lanvin of discrimination against
black models. "I have heard from several agents, some of
whom are black, that they have received (a) mandate from
Lanvin that they do not want to be presented with women of
colour," he wrote. The brand, whose designer Bouchra Jarrar's
family comes from Morocco, used two black models among
nearly 50 women who walked in its last Paris womenswear
show. No one was available to comment at Lanvin but a
spokeswoman told Women's Wear Daily that the "allegations
are completely false and baseless". — AFP

Top Paris label sacks agency
over 'sadistic' abuse of models

This file photo shows models presenting
creations for Balenciaga during the

2016 Spring/Summer ready-to-wear col-
lection fashion show in Paris. — AFP

Kate Moss hid under a hat, Eva Herzigova shiv-
ered in the cold, Catherine Deneuve and A$AP
Rocky sat poker-faced, while only Charlotte

Gainsbourg managed a smile. Fashion crowds do not
usually brave a cold, elemental construction-site at
night in Paris unless there's a very good reason. And
this was it: Anthony Vaccarello's highly-anticipated
sophomore collection for the iconic house of Saint
Laurent. Here are some highlights from Tuesday, the
first day of fall-winter 2017 shows.

Saint Laurent under construction
The Saint Laurent show venue - a near-derelict site

on the Left Bank that's undergoing construction and
renovation - was a clear metaphor. Vaccarello is continu-
ing his creative reconstruction of the Parisian house
since Hedi Slimane's departure. As smoke - or was it
dust? - wafted from the sides of the set scaffolding, the
myriad looks began to file by. They mixed the shimmer-
ing disco-dresses from the Slimane years with the
peaked, tuxedo shoulders associated with the late
house founder Yves Saint Laurent.

But beyond this, the exhaustive collection seemed
less to do with Saint Laurent than Vaccarello himself like
last season- in all his brazen, provocative glory. Plunging
necklines met slashed asymmetry. Patent fetish-like

black leather came alongside exposed breasts. While
uber-mini dresses - the staple silhouette - teased the eye
with knee-high-, and sometimes stripper-, boots. Still,
there were some nice creative twists, like a leg of mut-
ton sleeve made literally out of mutton. Elsewhere, there
were some skillful abstract plays on leather ruffles - and
the ruched boots will fly off the shelves.

Vaccarello has loyal friends
Actress Gainsbourg, 45, who attended the Saint

Laurent show in a black leather mini with tousled hair,
spoke of her friendship with the French-Italian designer.
"I love what he does - he's a friend and I like to support
him. I knew him before he started at Saint Laurent, so I
was already wearing Anthony Vaccarello - his brand. And
so to switch to Saint Laurent is chic," she told The
Associated Press. Model Herzigova, 43, who braved the
elements in a revealing LBD that plunged to her midriff,
also was effusive in praise for her friend for whom she
has modeled in the past. "Saint Laurent, it's audacious...
(for) a woman sure of herself and sexy. That's why
(Anthony) was chosen as it's a good match," she said,
before running off. "I'm cold," she added, laughing.

Saint Laurent designer gives bold, VIP-filled sophomore show 
Models present creations by Yves Saint-Laurent during the Women's Fall-Winter 2017-2018 fashion week in Paris. — AP/AFP photos

Models present creations by Maison Margiela during
the women's Fall-Winter ready-to-wear collection fash-
ion show in Paris.


